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Using unit prices worksheet answers

Using The Unit Price Spreadsheet Do you want to help support your website and remove ads? Become a patron through patreon or donation through paypal. Name:Using unit price Solves each issue. A n s w e r s 1) At the beef recoil shop is $34.23 for £3. If you buy £7, how much will it cost?$ 79.87 1.1 pounds = $11.41 $40,762. 2) A shoe store had a back-to-school sale where
you could buy 5 pairs of shoes for $50.95. If a large family decides to buy 4 pairs of shoes, how much will it cost them? Brand B3. 1 pair = $10,190 4.3) At the Brand A fries store is $11.92 for 4 bags. Fries brand B is $17.34 for 6 bags. Which brands are cheaper? toy store5. Brand A = $2.98, Brand B = $2.89 $9,786. 4) A supermarket with red grape bags for $13.00 for 5. The
green grape bag also costs $5.08 for 2. Which grapes are the most expensive? $8,197. red = $2.60, green = $2.54 $37.38 8.5) At the toy store, you can get 4 board games for $25.84. Online prices for 5 game board are $32.15. Where is the highest price for a board game? blue9. Toy Shop = $6.46, online = $6.43 110 supplier. 6) At a candy store, you can get 3 giant candies for
$4.89. How much will it cost to buy 6 candies?1 candy = $1.63 7) A pet store was selling 6 rats for $7.02. If they ended up selling 7 mice, how much money would they earn?1 mouse = $1.17 8) At the production store, you can buy 2 bags of bananas for $12.46. How much would it cost if you bought 6 bags?1 bag = $6.23 9) A store had 5 blue seats for $76.50 or 6 red seats for
$92.04. Which color seats have lower unit prices?blue = $15.30, red = $15.34 10) At a comic convention provider 1 sold a set of 4 comics for $20.64. Provider 2 sold a comic book series 6 for $30.78. Which providers have higher unit prices? provider 1 = $5.16 , provider 2 = $5.13 1-10 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10Math Using Unit Price Spreadsheets Want to help support the
site and remove ads? Become a patron through patreon or donation through paypal. Name:Using unit price Solves each issue. A n s w e r s 1) At the beef recoil shop is $34.23 for £3. If you buy £7, how much will it cost?$ 79.87 1.1 pounds = $11.41 $40,762. 2) A shoe store had a back-to-school sale where you could buy 5 pairs of shoes for $50.95. If a large family decides to buy
4 pairs of shoes, how much will it cost them? Brand B3. 1 pair = $10,190 4.3) At the Brand A fries store is $11.92 for 4 bags. Fries brand B is $17.34 for 6 bags. Which brands are cheaper? toy store5. Brand A = $2.98, Brand B = $2.89 $9,786. 4) A supermarket with red grape bags for $13.00 for 5. The also has bags of grapes priced at $5.08 for 2. Which grapes are the most
expensive? $8,197. red = $2.60, green = $2.54 $37.38 8.5) At the toy store, you can get 4 board games for $25.84. Online the price for 5 board games is $32.15. Where is the highest price for a board game? blue9. Toy Shop = $6.46, online = $6.43 110 supplier. 6) At a candy store, you can get 3 giant candies for $4.89. How much will it cost to buy 6 candies?1 candy = $1.63 7) A
pet store was selling 6 rats for $7.02. If they ended up selling 7 mice, how much money would they earn?1 mouse = $1.17 8) At the production store, you can buy 2 bags of bananas for $12.46. How much would it cost if you bought 6 bags?1 bag = $6.23 9) A store had 5 blue seats for $76.50 or 6 red seats for $92.04. Which color seats have lower unit prices?blue = $15.30, red =
$15.34 10) At a comic convention provider 1 sold a set of 4 comics for $20.64. Provider 2 sold a comic book series 6 for $30.78. Which providers have higher unit prices? provider 1 = $5.16 , provider 2 = $5.13 1-10 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10Math Name:Using Unit Prices Solve each problem. A n s w e r s 1) A store had 4 packs of paper for $3.92. How much will it cost if you
bought 6 packages? 1 package = $0.98$5.88 1.$156.96 2.2) At a store that offers 7-pound agricultural seeds costs $183.12. If a farmer needed 6 pounds of seeds, how much would it cost him? red3. 1 pound = $26.16Brand A 4.3) A supermarket with red grape bags for $22.96 for 7. The green grape bag also costs $9.60 for 3. Which grapes are the most expensive? orchard5. red
= $3.28, green = $3.20 $2.92 6.4) At-store Fries Brand A is $25.50 for 6 bags. Brand B fries are $21.90 for 5 bags. Which brands are cheaper? online7. Brand A = $4.25, Brand B = $4.38 red8. 5) At the market, you can buy 3 bags of apples for $7.65. At the orchard, you can get 2 bags of apples for $4.94. Is that a better deal? $13,389. market = $2.55, orchard = $2.47
hamburger10. 6) An ice company charges $1.46 for 2 ice bags. If a convenience store buys 4 bags of ice, how much will it cost? 1 bag = $0.737) A book store has sold 3 books for $12.51. Online you can buy 5 books for $20.70. Where is the unit price lower? Book shop = $4.17, online = $4.14 8) A store has 6 blue seats for $75.54 or 7 red seats for $87.64. Which color seats have
a lower unit price?blue = $12.59, red = $12.52 9) At the production store, you can buy 3 bags of bananas for $20.07. How much would it cost if you bought 2 bags?1 bag = $6.69 10) At a restaurant 6 hotdogs cost $8.28 and 7 hamburgers cost $9.24. Which food has a lower unit price?hotdog = $1.38, hamburger = $1.32 1-10 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 4Math Using Unit Answer
Key - Show the top 8 spreadsheets found for this concept. Some spreadsheets for this concept is the rate and unit working rate answering this important rate, Gr6 8 savvy unit procurement price working version of students, Best lesson buying activity, P 7 unit rate, Unit rate rate, Mathematics Core sample questions, Unit prices with speed and price step by step lessons, Lesson 4
solves problems from using units. Find the spreadsheet you're looking for? To download/print, click the pop-up icon or print icon on the worksheet to print or download. The worksheet opens in a new window. You can &amp; download or print using your browser's document reader options. Welcome to the rate and unit price guide Tutorialspoint.com. On this page, you'll find a
spreadsheet of writing rates using different symbols, write rates for real-world situations, simplify the ratio of the entire number and tithing, find a unit price, use the table to compare the rate, calculate the unit price to find the better buy, the problem from above the unit ratio, solve the problem from above the ratio using the unit ratio, functional table with one-step rules, finding the
missing values in an equivalent rate table and so on. To practice math skills, there is nothing more effective than solving spreadsheets. Our free, printable spreadsheets help you practice mathematical concepts and improve your analytical and problem-solving skills. We have 3 spreadsheets for each topic in the tutorial. Issue 1: The book fair had a sale where 6 books were $20.46.
If you want to buy 7 books, how much money will you need? Issue 2: A video game store has removed the old games, selling them for $56.28. If they sell 7 games, how much money will they make? Issue 3: At the beef recoil shop is $44.25 for £3. If you buy £4, how much will it cost? Issue 4: At baseball stadium the price for popcorn is $5.88 for 3 bags. If you want to buy 7 bags
of popcorn, how much will it cost? Issue 5: At the toy store, you can get 2 board games for $8.36. Online prices for 3 game board are $12.84. Where is the highest price for a board game? Issue 6: At the market, you can buy 5 bags of apples for $23.60. At the orchard, you can get 7 bags of apples for $32.76. Is that a better deal? Issue 7:A store has 4 blue seats for $73.48 or 5
red seats for $91.40. Which color seats have lower unit prices? Issue 8:A fast food restaurant had 7 boxes of chicken rice cans for $25.90. A competitive restaurant had 3 boxes of chicken fingers for $11.07. Which foods have higher unit prices? Answer details Key Problem 1: The book fair had a sale where 6 books were $20.46. If you want to buy 7 books, how much money will
you need? Solution: For: The cost of 6 books is $ 20.46Th then the cost of 1 book is = 20.46 / 6 = $ 3.41 The cost of 7 books is = 7 ☐ 3.41 = $ 23.87So, we need $23.87 to buy 7 books. Issue 2: A video game store has removed the old games, selling them for $56.28. If Sell 7 games, how much money will they earn? Solution: Given: The cost of 3 old games is $ 56.28Th then the
cost of 1 old game is = 56.28 / 3 = $ 18.76The cost of 7 old games 7 ☐ 18.76 = $131.32So, if they sold 7 games, they would have been $131.32Problem 3 : At the beef shop jerky is $44.25 for £3. If you buy £4, how much will it cost? Solution: Given: Cost of £3 is $44.25Th then, the cost of 1 pound is = 44.25 / 3 = $ 14.75The cost of 4 pounds is = 4 ☐ 14.75 = $ 59So, 4 pounds of
jerky beef will cost $ 59.Problem 4: At the baseball stadium the price for popcorn is $5.88 for 3 bags. If you want to buy 7 bags of popcorn, how much will it cost? Solution: For: The cost of 3 bags is $ 5.88Tho, the cost of 1 bag is = 5.88 / 3 = $ 1.96The cost of 7 bags is = 7 ☐ 1.96 = $ 13.72So, if we want to buy 7 bags of popcorn, it will cost $13.72Problem 5: At the toy store you
can get 2 board games for $8.36. Online prices for 3 game board are $12.84. Where is the highest price for a board game? Solution: StoreCost Toys of 1 game board is = 8.36 / 2 = $ 4.18 OnlineCost of 1 game board is = 12.84 / 3 = $ 4.28 4.18 &lt; 4.28From the comparison above, obviously online has the highest price for a board game. Issue 6: At the market, you can buy 5 bags
of apples for $23.60. At the orchard, you can get 7 bags of apples for $32.76. Is that a better deal? Solution: MarketCost of 1 bag of apples is = 23.60 / 5 = $ 4.72 OrchardCost of 1 bag of apples is = 32.76 / 7 = $ 4.68 4.72 &gt; 4.68 Compare unit prices, orchards cost lower. So buying apples in orchards is the better deal. Issue 7:A store has 4 blue seats for $73.48 or 5 red seats
for $91.40. Which color seats have lower unit prices? Solution: Blue ChairCost's 1 seat is = 73.48 /4 = $18.37 Red ChairCost of 1 seat is = 91.40 / 5 = $ 18.28 18.37 &gt; 18.28Comparing unit price, red chairs have lower unit prices Than Issue 8: A fast food restaurant has 7 boxes of chicken rice cans for $25.90. A competitive restaurant had 3 boxes of chicken fingers for $11.07.
Which foods have higher unit prices? Solution: Chicken NuggetsCost of 1 box is = 25.90 / 7 = $ 3.70 Chicken FingerCost of 1 box is = 11.07 / 3 = $ 3.69 3.70 &gt; 3.69Comparing unit price, chicken nugget has a higher unit price. In addition to the things given in this section, if you need any other tools in math, please use our custom google search here. If you have any feedback on
our mathematical content, please send us a letter: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following sites about the different content in math. WORDHCF and LCM problems from Word problems Simple equations From problems with linear equations Issues from on the equation tier twoAlgebra from TheWord problem on trainsArea and
the circaferness from the problemWord issues of direct variations and inverse variations From the problem of unit priceWord problem about unit rate From the problem of comparing rates Math unit from the issue Convert the unit figures from the problemWord on simple concernsWord issues about compound benefitsWord issues about the type of additional angles and additional
angles from the problemSo double the event from problemsTrigonometry from the problem All issues from profit and take from the problem Mark and mark from deci problem from deci problem to word deci problem about Subsc sectionWord issues on mixed fractrionsA step equation from problemLinear inequality from problemsRatio and rates from problemsTime and work word
problemsWord problems on sets and venn diagramsWord problems on agesPythagorean followersrem word problemsPercent of a number of word problemsWord problems on constant speedWord problems on average speed Word problems on sum of the angles of a triangle is 180 degreeOTHER TOPICS Profit and loss shortcutsPercentage shortcutsTime , speed and distance
shortcutsRatio and shortcut ratioDomain and range of functions reasonableDomain and range of functions reasonable with holeGraphing function reasonable function with holeConvert repeated tithing in the tithing representation of reasonable numbers Find square numbers using the divisionL.C.M method to solve time and work problemsTranslating problems Word-in-word to
expression of the numberRemainder when 2 powers 256 is divided by 17Remainder when 17 powers 23 is divided by 16Sum of all three digits divided by 6Sum of all three digits divided by 7Sum of all three digits divided by 8Sum of all three digits formed by using 1 , 3, 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed with a non-equal numberSum of all three four-digit numbers formed
using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyright onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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